Heritage Day Campaign
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Give them
something
to inherit.

e 24th of September marks our 27th heritage day. A day to
celebrate the contribution of all South A icans to the building of
South A ica. is year we were all reminded of just how far we
have to go to heal the divisions of the past; lay foundations for a
democratic and open society; improve the quality of life of all
citizens; and build a united and democratic South A ica.
To celebrate our heritage this year, we would like all South
A icans to think about the heritage they will leave for a future
South A ica. Give them something to inherit, by honouring that
responsibility with one positive action hash-tagged isIsUs.

By simply mobilising your business to join the call for positive
action this heritage day. An open challenge to all colleagues,
customers, suppliers and competitors.
Volunteer, donate, support local businesses, take pride in where
you live and work or any other act of kindness and positivity
both big and small. Post and share this activity with the hashtag
# isIsUs

As creatives in South A ica
What is the legacy we would like to leave for future South
A ica?
Give them something to inherit with a poem, track, short lm,
illustration, or any piece of multi media content with the central
theme -
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To future South A ica,
is is the heritage I wish for you to inherit.
# isIsUs
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How
you can
support?

As business South A ica
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How
you can
support?

As in uencers in South A ica
By leveraging your in uence in the call for positive action this
heritage day. An open challenge to all your followers and fellow
in uencers.
Volunteer, donate, support local businesses, take pride in where
you live and work or any other act of kindness and positivity
both big and small. Post and share this activity with the hashtag
# isIsUs

We have also created a basic toolkit of
social ames, co brand lockups and
assets to use in emailers, across social
and communications to ampli the
movement.
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Download brand and social kits
https://www.thisisus.a ica/
downloads
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Additional
support
material.

To support the campaign we will be
ighting a 30 sec piece om the 15th
of September, with print, radio and
out of home to spread the message of
giving our youth something to inherit
this heritage day.
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What is
is is us?

is is an open source, shared platform to organise our collective
positive will. It starts by ampli ing and aggregating positivity,
improving the national psyche and shi ing our mindset through
positive action. is movement belongs to all of South A ica and
remains unbranded, unbiased and open to all who believe in the
South A ican dream.

is Heritage Day
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Give them something to inherit.

Celebrate with one act of
kindness and positivity

Post and share this activity
with the hashtag # isIsUs

